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INFRASTRUCTURE 

UPDATE 

  An Occasional Newsletter from the National Infrastructure Unit Issue #14 August 2014 

 

Welcome to the latest Infrastructure Update, the occasional newsletter from the National Infrastructure Unit.  In this issue, we provide 

a further update on NIU’s Response Programme as well as a round-up of the month’s events including the NZCID Building Nations 

Symposium 2014 which provided much food for thought. 

 

Elsewhere in this edition of Infrastructure Update we explore the Ministry of Transport’s Intelligent Transport System Technology 

Action Plan and we have a guest article from the New Zealand Data Futures Forum. Our “5 minutes with...” interviews Paul Atkins, 

Chair of the Smart Grid Forum. 

 

As always, we appreciate your feedback and welcome any articles or suggestions for future editions of Infrastructure Update. 

 
National Infrastructure Unit 

NIU Response Programme Update 

The NIU continues work on the response programme, to refine the 9 priority themes, 

and identify what work is already underway, and where more work may be needed. 

This month, workshops were held in Auckland and Wellington, and NIU would like to 

thank attendees for their interesting and insightful comments. The slides presented at 

these workshops and the notes from them are available on the NIU website at: 

http://www.infrastructure.govt.nz/plan/2011implementation/response14  

NIU will continue to refine this work over the next month with stakeholders and 

welcomes all feedback to info@infrastructure.govt.nz    

Election 2014: Party Manifestos & Infrastructure 

On 20 September, New Zealanders will go the polls and cast their vote in the national 

elections. New Zealand’s political parties have a number of infrastructure-related policy 

announcements that touch on a broad range of subjects including the Christchurch 

rebuild, water reform, energy, transport, social infrastructure initiatives and 

telecommunications. Details can be found below: 

 ACT: http://www.act.org.nz/policies 

 Green Party: https://www.greens.org.nz/policy 

 Internet Party: https://internet.org.nz/ 

 Labour Party: http://campaign.labour.org.nz/policies 

 Mana Party: http://mana.net.nz/policy/ 

 Māori Party: http://maoriparty.org/our-policies/ 

 National Party: https://www.national.org.nz/plan 

 New Zealand First: http://nzfirst.org.nz/policies 

 United Future: http://unitedfuture.org.nz/policy 

  

 

 

NIU website and mailing list 

Keep an eye on the NIU website for our 

latest papers, presentations or reports: 

www.infrastructure.govt.nz 

 

To provide feedback or be added to the 

mailing list for this newsletter and other 

publications, please send us an e-mail at: 

info@infrastructure.govt.nz 

 

Collaboration is a key principle of the 

Plan and we are regularly around the 

country working with and talking to the 

infrastructure sector.  Please contact us if 

you would like to share your thoughts 

and ideas.  

http://www.infrastructure.govt.nz/plan/2011implementation/response14
mailto:info@infrastructure.govt.nz
http://www.act.org.nz/policies
https://www.greens.org.nz/policy
https://internet.org.nz/
http://campaign.labour.org.nz/policies
http://mana.net.nz/policy/
http://maoriparty.org/our-policies/
https://www.national.org.nz/plan
http://nzfirst.org.nz/policies
http://unitedfuture.org.nz/policy
http://www.infrastructure.govt.nz/
mailto:info@infrastructure.govt.nz
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Building Nations Symposium 2014 (NZCID) 

NZCID held its annual symposium on 19
th
 and 20

th
 August at the Viaduct Centre, 

Auckland.  

As ever, there was good attendance from across the 

infrastructure sectors, and a very interesting agenda. A lot of 

good debate was had in both the formal and informal 

sessions, and perhaps the only shame was there were not 

more representatives from local government to widen the 

debate further.  

Speakers ranged from politicians, with Prime Minister Key 

opening the conference, to private sector investors, and 

included several international speakers. All the sessions were excellent, but perhaps of 

particular note were Sir John Armitt, Vice President International, Institute of Civil 

Engineers, London, and Garry Bowditch, Chief Executive, SMART Infrastructure 

Facility, University of Wollongong, Australia. 

Sir John spoke about his recent piece of work for the UK Labour Party, 

considering potential structures for infrastructure governance in the 

UK. He proposes an independent commission to identify the 

infrastructure needs of the country, leaving sector specific decisions 

and funding to the government of the day, but with monitoring from the 

commission.  

This sparked many conversations about the relative advantages and disadvantages of 

such a model, and a quick poll of attendees at the conference suggested the majority 

of respondents were in favour of exploring this option further. 

Sir John’s work can be found at http://www.armittreview.org/  

Garry spoke about achieving best practice in infrastructure provision, 

making ten propositions to achieve this. While many of these 

propositions were not new ideas, the way Garry presented them 

seemed to resonate very strongly with the audience, and again 

sparked a lot of good conversation on how close to best practice NZ 

is, and how to improve. Key articles or papers written by Garry can be 

found at http://smart.uow.edu.au/smartpeople/UOW176119  

There were of course many other very interesting sessions, including two breakout 

sessions on transport and telecommunications and a panel session including 

representatives from the Labour, Green, Act and Maori parties.  

While the parties obviously focused on different priorities, the clear message from all 

was, due to the recent investment in infrastructure the deficit NZ used to have has 

been largely addressed, and going forwards the focus needs to be on ensuring we 

have the right infrastructure to deliver the outcomes and services we want.  

Overall, it was a very interesting two days, and congratulations should be given to 

NZCID for organizing the event.  

For more information on the conference and to view speaker presentations (which 

NZCID will make available shortly), please visit the NZCID symposium website: 

http://www.nzcid.org.nz/Category?Action=View&Category_id=210  

 

 

NIU Monthly Round Up 

Richard ran a session with the Hamilton 

City Council discussing the response 

programme and key areas of focus, 

including asset management and 

forecasting demand.  We also took part 

in the SmartGrowth Think Tank on 

Alternative Sources of Funding held in 

Tauranga with Richard part of a panel 

alongside Peter McKinlay (Executive 

Director of McKinlay Douglas), Connal 

townsend (CE of the New Zealand 

Property Council), Jeff Fletcher (Chair of 

Property Developers Forum and branch 

President of Property Council) and Terry 

Leckie (Founder of Flow Systems, 

Australia). 

Continuing the work up North, Richard 

has been working with other government 

agencies on the opportunities provided 

by the Waikato Spatial Plan.  This has 

links to the Regional Growth Studies 

work programme being led by MBIE and 

MPI with NIU and Treasury part of the 

Cross-government Coordinating Group 

that met for the first time this month. 

Sam participated in a workshop ran by 

MPI on estimating nitrogen and 

phosphorus losses from farms managed 

to Good Management Practice and we 

were part of a group led by the 

Productivity Partnership looking at the 

2nd National Pipeline of Construction 

activity. 

We also discussed the response 

programme with the BusinessNZ 

Infrastructure Sub-Group.  Chaired by 

David Prentice (CE of Opus), the Sub-

Group gave us useful food for thought on 

the shape of the next period of work and 

a potential way forward on some of the 

data issues in better understanding how 

our network infrastructure is performing. 

This month we also hosted a MWH-led 

delegation from South Africa looking at 

water and asset management. 

 

 

http://www.armittreview.org/
http://smart.uow.edu.au/smartpeople/UOW176119
http://www.nzcid.org.nz/Category?Action=View&Category_id=210
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5 minutes with Paul Atkins, Chair of the Smart grid Forum 

This series features short interviews with members of our infrastructure community, to highlight 

interesting projects underway across the sectors. Today we interview Paul Atkins, Chair of the Smart 

Grid Forum and CE of the National Energy Research Institute.  If you have a project that you would like 

to feature in a future interview, or know someone who would, please let us know. 

 

Kia ora Paul, what are you and your team working on currently? 

The Forum was commissioned by the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment with the support of the Electricity Networks 

Association.  The Forum’s objective is to advance the development of smart electricity networks in New Zealand through information 

sharing and dialogue, supported by analysis and by focussed work-streams where these are considered to be appropriate.  Previously 

there has been a number of papers and studies done by individual companies or individual components of the system, and there was 

seen a need to bring all of these together and take a holistic look.  If you think of technologies like heat pumps, photo-voltaics and 

electric vehicles, then it is possible to see that they could provide great opportunities for configuring an efficient system that benefits 

everyone – on the other hand, these opportunities can easily become major pressures with lots of extra cost and inefficiencies if we do 

not prepare and respond well. 

Who is on the Forum and who else are you working with? 

The Forum has 22 members and wide representation from the electricity sector and also users.  We have sector representatives from 

the gentailers, transmission and the distribution businesses, as well as regulators, researchers and government.  Other valuable 

perspectives are coming from representatives of consumer groups, manufacturers, other large users and BusinessNZ.  

As we get further into the different workstreams then we are also bringing in others who have valuable expertise and perspectives.  For 

example, Dr Janet Stephenson is providing a valuable perspective from the consumer behaviour perspective. 

What is the Forum working on at the moment?  

We currently have four workstreams on our programme: 

 A stocktake that pulls together everything that we know so far. 

 A visioning process that is working on putting a value on the size of the opportunities, how big are 

these, how we articulate them and how we can prepare for them now and in the short term even if 

they are still many years away. 

 A specific piece of work looking at the distribution end of the system, what are the implications and 

potential impacts and opportunities. 

These first three are all underway and we expect to mostly finish them by April next year.  The fourth 

workstream has yet to start and will bring together the first three workstreams and look at the implications 

for the businessmodel(s) applied across the system and what might need to change. 

How can people get involved? 

The website is kept up with to date with meeting notes and papers and if people have specific contributions that they would like to 

make then we would welcome these.  Best option is to contact us at: smartgridforum@mbie.govt.nz   

http://www.med.govt.nz/sectors-industries/energy/electricity/new-zealand-smart-grid-forum/new-zealand-smart-grid-forum  

 

Utility of the future: A customer-led shift in the electricity sector 

Released this week by PWC, the report provides an insightful read into where trends are going and how these 

may impact on our utility companies.  The central premise is that the utility of the future is unlikely to control the 

value chain but will need to enable or facilitate customer energy solutions – they will become ‘energy enablers’. 

The report can be found at: http://www.pwc.co.nz/energy-utilities-mining-industry-sector/publications/utility-of-

future-customer-led-shift-electricity-sector/  

mailto:smartgridforum@mbie.govt.nz
http://www.med.govt.nz/sectors-industries/energy/electricity/new-zealand-smart-grid-forum/new-zealand-smart-grid-forum
http://www.pwc.co.nz/energy-utilities-mining-industry-sector/publications/utility-of-future-customer-led-shift-electricity-sector/
http://www.pwc.co.nz/energy-utilities-mining-industry-sector/publications/utility-of-future-customer-led-shift-electricity-sector/
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New Zealand Data Futures Forum 

A guest article contributed by the New Zealand Data Futures Forum 

From a national infrastructure perspective, the need for good data is paramount.   Access to 

robust & up to date data underpins how we manage assets, track performance, optimise 

decision-making & better understand future drivers of demand.  Interest in the work of the New 

Zealand Data Futures Forum has therefore, been high. 

The development of the 2011 National Infrastructure Plan was constrained by the lack of data. 

Treasury’s 2014 Investment Statement noted that, “measuring and monitoring the contributions 

of assets and new investment to outcomes must improve, and better performance measures 

need to be developed across the whole of government. Without that, there could continue to be 

asset underutilisation, misalignment with needs, and age-related functionality and cost 

problems.” 

Established in December 2013 by the Ministers of Statistics and Finance,  the Forum’s role has 

been to explore the potential benefits and risks for New Zealand of sharing, linking and using 

data.  

Chaired by John Whitehead, Forum members represented a range of academic, private and public sector expertise.  Between January 

and August this year, the Forum developed their thinking by talking to wide range of organisations and individuals including 

businesses, government, NGO’s, and Māori. After publishing two discussion documents the Forum recently released their final 

recommendations paper; ‘Harnessing the economic and social power of data’. https://www.nzdatafutures.org.nz/discussion-documents 

The paper provides a forward-looking agenda that will significantly advance New Zealand’s ability to unlock the latent value of our data 

and treat it as a national asset. It focuses on action in three broad areas to achieve the Forum’s vision “to create a competitive 

advantage by positioning New Zealand as a high-value, strongly inclusive, high trust and control, data-sharing ecosystem”. 

Get the rules of the game right 

Here the Forum proposes that the development of a robust data-use ecosystem with agile responsive institutions and effective rules of 

the game will support data use.  Recommendations in this area focus on governance arrangements and legislative reform to oversee 

and deliver a more coherent and responsive data-use ecosystem. 

Create value by doing 

Treating our data as national strategic assets and using them to tackle immediate and real problems.  Key sectors identified as a 

treasure trove of data include primary industries, social and health sectors, and our natural and built environment.  Recommendations 

in this area focus on developing a set of clearly defined collaborative catalyst projects that create value by tackling real problems and 

strategies to ensure that New Zealand is best placed to use, and benefit from, our data-use ecosystem. 

Establish effective foundations to support value, inclusion, trust and control 

The Forum recommends a wide variety of initiatives and approaches that will support each of the four principles for a trusted data-use 

ecosystem: value, inclusion, trust and control. 

With constantly evolving technology use and rapid development of new tools, infrastructure providers have increasing amounts of data 

on useage and performance at an individual and system level.  Increasing the sophistication of how this data is used by individual 

providers is the first step. The second is expanding its use to generate information across an infrastructure sector, followed by 

expansion across infrastructure sectors to give a true network picture.  

The work of the Forum and their agenda provide a pathway to enable this, an exciting opportunity, especially considering the other 

work underway across infrastructure sectors, including the other profiles in this issue – SmartGrid Forum and the Intelligent Transport 

systems Action Plan. 

Statistics NZ, Treasury, the Department of Internal Affairs and Land Information New Zealand are working together to develop a 

response to the Forum's recommendations, liaising with other government agencies and interested parties outside government. Advice 

will be presented to Minsters after the election. 

For more information on the Forum and the next steps, please contact nzdff@stats.govt.nz  

mailto:nzdff@stats.govt.nz
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Intelligent Transport System Technology Action Plan 2014-18, Transport in the 

digital age 

Released by the Minister of Transport, Hon Gerry Brownlee, the Action Plan has been 

produced to give the ITS sector an understanding of the government’s objectives for 

New Zealand’s transport system and how ITS can contribute to meeting these 

objectives. The Action Plan will also help the government to enable ITS technologies to 

enhance the operation, use and experience of the transport system.  Including 42 

actions, the Action Plan outlines a program of government ITS-related work over the 

period 2014-18.   

Right back to the National Infrastructure Plan 2011 there has been a focus on improving 

the overall effectiveness and efficiency of the transport network.  This was a key theme 

in the National Infrastructure Evidence Base, released in February, where the bottom line 

for the Transport sector was stated as “The challenge now is to consolidate gains from 

completed and planned investment and to maximise existing network performance 

through demand management and better allocation of investment.”  ITS has an important 

role in meeting this challenge and from an NIU perspective, the Action Plan is a good 

first step. 

Actions in the Plan will, among other things, identify regulatory and other impediments to 

the continued deployment of ITS in New Zealand. The release of the Action Plan is the 

first step in a government programme that will allow the selection and deployment of ITS 

technologies in a safe and efficient manner. The Plan will be reviewed in 2016. 

In the Action Plan, the Government sets out a list of six statements that guides its’ approach to ITS.  These include: The government’s 

involvement in ITS will prioritise those technological solutions that best support the four transport objectives, across all modes; and the 

government will encourage sector-led ITS development and investment. 

The Action Plan contains 42 actions, spread across 15 areas of focus.  Of particular interest are the focus areas of: 

 Active network management 

 Charging and payment systems 

 Passenger and cargo facilitation and security 

 Geospatial mapping 

 Data collection, sharing, security and privacy  

The Action Plan is available at: 

http://www.transport.govt.nz/ourwork/intelligenttransportsystems/itsystems-technology-action-plan/ 

 

 

Upcoming events 

 National Infrastructure Advisory Board meeting, Wellington, 10 September 

 Water NZ Annual Conference/ Expo, Hamilton, 17–19 September  http://www.waternz.org.nz/Event?Action=View&Event_id=43  

 New Zealand Petroleum Summit, Auckland, 30 September – 2 October http://www.petroleumsummit.co.nz/  

 NAMS Advanced Asset Management Forum, Auckland, 21-22 October http://www.nams.org.nz/  

 The New Zealand Transport Fuels Summit, Auckland, 29-30 October http://www.fuels.co.nz/  

 Auckland Transport Summit, Auckland, 20-21 November, http://www.conferenz.co.nz/conferences/2014-auckland-transport-summit  

http://www.transport.govt.nz/ourwork/intelligenttransportsystems/itsystems-technology-action-plan/
http://www.waternz.org.nz/Event?Action=View&Event_id=43
http://www.petroleumsummit.co.nz/
http://www.nams.org.nz/
http://www.fuels.co.nz/

